
DISPLAY STORAGE RACKS
An attractive black plastic display and storage rack is available and will
hold up 120 nozzles ( 12 vials in 10 slots ). It is inexpensive, lightweight
and easy to mount on the wall. Holes are drilled in the rack for easy
mounting. This rack is packaged two to a carton; order in multiples of
two. 
Also available is a metal nozzle rack that will hold more than 500
nozzles. It can be mounted flush or at an angle on a wall. Mounting
brackets are furnished. 

Part number     #47749   #32779

ADAPTRAP
A nozzle adapter designed to reduce the volume of oil in the adapter and
minimize oil after drip. Specify 1/8” or 1/4” NPT pipe thread size and
length.

Available in brass only.

Delavan PRECISION OIL BURNER NOZZLES

nozzle changer: two in one
Delavan’s versatile nozzle changer passes through the small openings
of the flame retention-disc. Just snap off outer socket and use the inner
socket alone to remove the nozzle. 
For wider openings, snap on outer socket and use like a standard noz-
zle changer. The nozzle changer fits the hex of the adapter (3/4”), and
the nozzle hex (9/16”). 

Part number:  #34478

TELESCOPING MIRRORS
Three types of flame inspection mirrors are available... the round (3-3/4”
dia.), the rectangular (1-15/16x3-3/4”) or mini (1-1/8x3”). They are fur-
nished with handles, which telescope down to fit into a service
technician’s kit. A cloth bag is provided to protect the mirror finish.

Mirror Parts: Complete Mirror Assemblies:
#12269 Rectangular Mirror Head Assembly #33175 Mini Mirror w/handle
#12672 Round Mirror Head Assembly #12640 Round mirror w/handle
#33174 Mini Mirror Head Assembly #12275 Rectangular mirror
#13148 Swivel Bracket Assembly w/handle

Thd Size

1/8”
1/4”

1 5/8” Length

37231-3
37231-4

1 3/8” Length

37231-1
37231-2

Part Number
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PRESSURE & VACUUM GAUGES
Accessories available include pressure and vacuum gauges, nozzle boxes,
a display and storage rack and telescoping mirrors.

#32781-4 -- 1/4” Pressure Gauge

#32781-2 -- 1/4” NPT Vacuum Gauge

SERVICE TECHNICIANS KIT
This kit is designed to hold 41 nozzles and is constructed of heavy-gauge
steel with carrying handle, snap latch and removable steel tray. It is also
designed to hold the following accessories: 

#32781-4 1/4” test gauge (0 to 300 psi) 
#29168     Plastic containers for filters and strainers
#34478     Nozzle changer
# 2838      Female coupling (1/4” FPTx1/4” flare)
# 2839      Half union (1/8”x1/4” flare) 
# 2840      Half union (1/4”x1/4” flare) 
# 2843      Tubing section and flare nuts

#26846-3   Kit with tray only
#2624        Kit with

accessories      

Delavan PRECISION OIL BURNER NOZZLES

nozzle boxes
Delavan nozzle boxes handle all brands of nozzle vials. Our 110-nozzle
and 55-nozzle boxes are made up of heavy-gauge steel with rugged
hinges and snap-latch construction... finished in baked-on jet black
enamel.

#26846-4 -- 110 Nozzle Box -- (5” x 3 5/8” x 11 15/16”)
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#26846-5 -- 55 Nozzle Box --
(5” x 1 3/4” x 11 15/16”)

Visit our website at
www.delavaninc.com
for more details about

our products and
services.


